
Repair Kit

Repair Instructions

Oh no! There is a hole in my Fatboy® 
and it is leaking, what can I do?  
Avoid using until damage is  
repaired to avoid loss of fill. 

Identify source of leak.  Define and 
mark the area to be repaired, repair 
can be made on the inside or outside. 

Clean the defined area with a damp 
cloth to remove and dirt or oil. Allow 
to dry completely before applying 

Always make sure that the patch  
you cut is larger than the area to 
be repaired. Apply super glue to 
underside of the patch. If you decide 
to repair the outside of your Fatboy® 
don’t be afraid to have fun with 
shape of the patch, we encourage 
you to use your imagination.

Apply patch to desired area and 
continue to apply pressure for 5 
minutes. Please allow adhesive 2-3 
hours to dry completely prior to use.

And voila! Your Fatboy® is ready  
to rock for years to come. To ensure 
a long and happy life be sure to 
remember the golden rules of use. 

Your kit contains: 
 • Fabric patch, in your fatboy’s colour/
 • A tube of Super glue* (see note on the back)  

What you will need:
 • Scissors
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Use of the Glue 
 • Tube must be pierced before using. To puncture screw nozzle and cap assembly onto tube completely.
 • Point tube away from face and body. Do not squeeze tube while puncturing.
 • Apply glue to one surface to be bonded.  Be careful, the Super Glue is liquid. Use sparingly.
 • Apply the piece of tissue cut on the surface to be repaired, press the pieces together for 90 seconds.
 • Clean tip after use. 
 • Replace outer cap and store in cool, dry place. 

Attention :  
Keep out of reach of children. Super glue bonds instantly. Bond eyes and skin instantly.  
Eye and skin irritant. The Super Glue must be used exclusively for your Fatboy® reparation.  
Avoid all contact with the skin. Keep away from face and eyes. Protect working surfaces.  
In case of contact with eyes, rinse with running water for at least 15 minutes and consult  
a doctor if necessary. To remove excess of glue you may use acetone (polish remover).

*

info@nulinedistribution.com
1.866.951.6868
514.509.3682

Open Hours:
Monday to Friday
9am to 5pm

You have questions?

To extend the life of your Fatboy® 
Cuts: Be careful with all sharp, edgy and cutting objects. Be careful, when moving your Fatboy® around the house,  
with table corners, doorknobs, etc. Make sure not to have any sharp object in your pocket when sitting on a Fatboy®.

Heat: Keep you Fatboy® away from any source of high heat, including heaters, cigarettes,  replace, candle  ames, lighters. 
Fatboy® products are not  ammable, but exposed to excessive heat; the nylon cover and the content will melt.

Sun: Avoid long sun exposure. Indoor Fatboy® are not treated to withstand the powerful UV. It is recommended  
when not in use to remove your Fatboy® away from space or windows heavily exposed to the sun.

Water: Although Fatboy® products are treated to be water repellent they are not waterproof. They are not meant to be 
immersed in a pool or be exposed to excessive rain. Water can in ltrate through the seams and will damage the product.

 Be careful with all sharp
and cutting objects

Keep it away from any  
source of high heat 

Avoid long sun exposure Water repellant
but not waterproof


